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1. Discuss the political views of Jawaharlal Nehru. 14 

    OR 

 Evaluate Jawaharlal Nehru as a Modern Indian architect.  14 

 

 

2. Analyse the New-Humanism of M.N. Roy. 14 

    OR 

 Discuss the political views of Ram Manohar Lohia. 14 

 

 

3. Discuss various views of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar on Social Democracy. 14 

    OR 

 Evaluate the contribution of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar in making of Indian Constitution. 14 

 

 

4. Discuss the Sarvodaya views of Vinoba Bhave. 14 

    OR 

 Discuss the Bhoodan Movement of Vinoba Bhave. 14 

 

5. Answer any seven in one or two lines : 7 × 2 = 14 

 (1) Write name of books of Jawaharlal Nehru. 

 (2) When was Jawaharlal Nehru born ? 

 (3) What is Non-Alignment ? 

 (4) What is PanchSheel ? 

 (5) Which party was established by M.N. Roy ? 
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 (6) Which books had been written by M.N. Roy ? 

 (7) Who had written the book “Wheel of History” ? 

 (8) Give the economic idea of Ram Manohar Lohia. 

 (9) When was Dr. B.R. Ambedkar born ? 

 (10) Which magazine had been started by Dr. B.R. Ambedkar ? 

 (11) When was Vinoba Bhave born ? 

 (12) What is Gramdan ? 

___________ 
 
 
 
 
 


